Anonymous submissions to the Isles of Scilly electoral review
This PDF document contains submissions from anonymous local residents.
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From:
Sent: 27 September 2016 16:34
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: IOS council reduction

Hooray, long overdue
21 councillors for 2200 people, madness
Definitely a good idea to reduce off islands to 1 councillor a piece, at the moment they are vastly over
represented
In fact I think you could take the total number down to 10 councillors, 4 for the off islands and 6 for St
Mary’s.
The next thing is to work on the calibre of councillors who seem to be mainly drawn from the ranks of the
unemployed and the unemployable.
Yours sincerely,
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From:
Sent: 27 September 2016 11:57
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Isle of Scilly Boundary Review
To the Boundary Commission,
I am writing to support the boundary commission’s proposal to reduce the number of councillors representing us in
the Isle of Scilly from 21 to 16. I would go further and reduce the number to a maximum of 10 councillors.
Kind regards,
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I s le s of Sc illy
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:
E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I hope my amateur research into this may help you make the right decision, based on firm logic and
evidence. I may write my politics thesis on this! My points are split into 2 areas: OFF ISLAND WARDS I
believe that off-island 'wards' should be scrapped to benefit the off-island electorate, and I wish to set out
my explanation of why. Let me begin by saying, in my experience, the only time I ever hear resentment
around off-island representational inequality, is due to the existence of the ward system itself. That’s not to
say some off-island residents feel they get forgotten, just as some St Mary’s residents feel
underrepresented, such as Old Town, or Holy Vale. People on St Mary's do not feel different to the
inhabitants of the off-islands, and many of the off-islands residents travel to St Marys every other day for
social or business visits, or just shopping. There is no subtantial social or economic divide between the
islands, or the people of the islands, this is an out-dated notion. I can see how transport difficulties used to
make the islands feel separate but that is no longer the case, we are closer than we have ever been with
regular boat services. I see no other divide; there is no Healthwatch Bryher for example, there is no Wildlife
Trust St Agnes for example, every other agency seeks unification of the islands, be that through the Post
Office, or the school, there is a clear acceptance of us all being in this together. The obstacles faced by offislands lies with Duchy ownership mostly, and an unwillingness to invest in their infrastructure and
affordable housing and amenities for those people living there. As it stands, the Boundary Commission
creates tensions between the islands, between councillors, and between the electorate! My rationale behind
abolishing the ward system is so that there is an increased harmony between the council and the
electorate, and all island residents feel equal and have equal access to local elections and equal access to
councillors. The Boundary Commission says that it recognises the importance of community identities and
interests, but the only people who seem to see an 'identity' difference between someone on St Marys and
someone on Bryher, is the Boundary Commission. All children are schooled together from the age of 11,
many of my friends are from the off-islands and we share the same ambitions and same understanding of
local issues, we are the same. The only time that divisions occur is when the older generation from the offislands feel it to be the case, and I fail to see the volume of evidence to support that assertion. In some
cases, the older residents don’t even have long-standing links to those islands, they were born elsewhere. It
seems the more vocal people are often the ones who came in from the mainland. This being the case, what
‘identity’ is it that the Boundary Commission seek to protect? Many off-islands residents have moved to St
Marys in recent years, as they feel more able to access services for their families here. Their island of birth
loses yet another ‘local’ identity, and it is replaced with someone from the mainland. How many years
before the Boundary Commission’s protection of wards for off-islands makes the off-islands political safehavens for retired people born on the mainland, with no local identity, and who wish to keep the islands
free of development for the sake of retaining their idyllic retirement home? Nevermind considerations for
young people, or families, or local identity. And there are some more worrying considerations when you look
more closely at islands. Take Tresco for example, where the electorate basically have NO choice in local
elections because the ‘owner’ of the islands regularly wishes to stand for Council. You effectively have to
seek ‘permission’ from him to stand for election. For the 124 electorate there, there is no local democratic
freedom in effect. Removing wards would give those 124 people the chance to have a real voice in local
matters without fear of agitating the sovereign of the islands, who has almost complete control to remove
persons from the island if he so wishes. Even if he doesn’t exercise that power, the fear of this is itself
enough to be something very uncomfortable for someone in the electorate who may disagree with decisions
made in that ‘ward’. As it stands, Councillors for St Marys might feel that off-island concerns are, by
Boundary Commission design, not their concerns. They might argue that, and politically would never say it,
but in creating divisions for island councillors you yourself create this 'silo' mentality for councillors. Offisland electorate must go to their sole councillor, but what if their concern is ABOUT that person? It’s too
personal, TOO parochial, and as you know we have no parishes. Whereas what should be happening is that
ALL of the islands electorate get to vote for the people they want to see lead the islands and so, as you
say, 'provide for effective and convenient local government'. I wonder how many people on the off-islands
are envious of the St Mary's elections process? Why deny 397 off-island residents the chance to take part
in a huge democratic exercise every four years that elects 68% of the Council members? If you feel that
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off-island 'identity' is something to be protected, then why put each island at a disadvantage from the start
by only allowing each island to have a say in 8% of the Membership of the Council? Attempts to protect the
off-islands through wards have only weakened them. The people of Bryher have not been able to take part
in a local election for almost 8 years. No vote needed! Can you convince yourself that those 78 people had
no wish to be involved in a democratic vote on which people should be elected to Council? Indeed, no
elections on Tresco, no elections on St Agnes, that's 15% of the islands electorate that haven't had a
chance to cast a vote in a local election since May 2009. In fact I think it goes back even further for
Tresco, St Agnes certainly. How is this democratically desirable? Please don't condemn the off-islands to
another few decades of this, they deserve to play a full part in local elections and not sidelined by the
Boundary Commission in the mistaken belief they are being protected. If wards are designed to give better
democratic representation to the people of that ward, then you should be increasing the electorate’s
exposure to all councillors, not limiting them to 1 councillor per ward. If you get one bad councillor, then
that’s your lot for four years! What if you fall out with that person, or they with you??? What if that
person gets sick? There is no democratic allowance for a ‘sub’ to come on! It’s very REDUCTION IN
OVERALL MEMBERS OF COUNCIL I would also like to see the number of Councillors reduced from 21 to 11.
This would give the Authority more scope to look to remunerate councillor roles in a positive way that
allows more people from disadvantaged economic backgrounds to get more involved in local politics. As it
stands the basic allowance for councillors, and the time needed to put into the role, is such that it makes it
very hard for people under the age of 40 or even 50, to consider it seriously. Our local economy is based on
those people, the workers, and yet workers are often represented by the retired or those in a position of
economic security in a business that allows them to take some time off to become a councillor. As it stands,
the council pays a basic allowance of £3454 per councillor. Across 21 Councillors that’s £72,534. When you
factor in 9 committee Chairmen allowances and Chair and Vice-Chair of Council allowances that’s an
additional £60,905, bringing the total to £133,439 per year, and this does not include expenses and travel,
especially boating travel for off-island Members. This bring the annual total closer to £150,000 per year.
Over a four year term, it’s £533,756. I feel we’re missing a chance to use that money to make councillor
roles more accessible to people of ALL economic backgrounds, to make it more akin to a ‘job’, or at least a
part-time job. This then enhances their ability to get councillors to feel obliged to attend training, and to
have daytime meetings which they can attend without worrying about taking more time off from their job
and what their employer might think. It would enable councillors to make more time available for their
electorate. You may ask why this has anything to do with the scope of the Boundary Commission review,
but it does have an effect it seems when you consider attendance rates of off-island councillors now, and
what might happen under the current pay system, and only 1 councillor per island. If you look at the
council’s website with attendance records over this term of office: Off-Island Councillor attendance rate over
this four year term = 70% St Marys Councillor attendance rate over this four year term = 81% Overall
attendance rate = 77% You can see that, in general, the off-island electorate are poorly represented
compared to St Marys. If you take an overall attendance record for all councillors, it sits at 77% but really
it should be up around the 87+% mark, even taking into account illness and other appointments that
might come up during the year. Going down to 1 councillor per island will terminally damage the democratic
process on the off-islands. Bryher has already experienced a 1 councillor ward for the past 4 years, and her
attendance rate stands at 56%. So, half the time the people of Bryher do not have a democratic voice at
meetings, under the Boundary Commission ward system! By reducing councillor numbers to 11 it would also
make elections even more competitive, by reducing the seats on offer it would make candidates have to
work harder to get in, and work even harder to stay in their seat.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Agree with the reduction in number of Councillors. For many years the off islands have been over
represented resulting in an imbalance of benefits to the main island. Eg education. Recently seats remain
vacant or filled with reluctant Councillors with little interest or knowledge of the matters for which they
need to vote!

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Dear Sirs,
I write in response to your call for feedback on your draft electoral arrangements in the Isles of Scilly.
I note your headline intention to reduce the overall number of elected Councillors to 16 and I agree that there is
some merit in this proposal, provided you are confident that the diminished number of Councillors can effectively
manage the workload of a modern Council.
I also note that whilst your draft focusses heavily on electoral equality, it is also your stated intention that your
proposals should reflect and support community identities and interests (including those that bind the community
together or separate it from other parts of the area) and help the Council deliver effective local government
(including issues such as transport). Given the unique context and geography of the Isles of Scilly when compared to
mainland wards, it is arguable that the latter two objectives should carry more weight than electoral equality alone.
It is an important, fundamental principle of a democracy that the rights of minorities should be protected. In the
Isles of Scilly, the island wards of St. Agnes, Tresco, Bryher and St. Martin’s represent minorities, both as individual
communities and when taken collectively as “off‐islands”. Historically, these off‐islands have had to fight hard to
preserve their identities and to ensure that local government, dominated by a majority St. Mary’s electorate, is not
carried on in a manner detrimental to their communities or economies. Hitherto, some degree of balance has been
given to this delicate situation by the deliberate provision of a degree of electoral inequality; that is to say, the
collective number of off‐island Councillors (8) was an effective balance to the still higher number of St. Mary’s
Councillors (13). As such, the system has worked extremely effectively when viewed within its unique context,
although it understandably looks to be “at odds” with the situation expected across the rest of the country.
The draft proposals call for each off‐island to have its representation reduced by 50%, whilst at the same time the
St. Mary’s electorate to have its representation reduced by only 8%.
From an off‐island perspective, the possibility of a tyranny of the majority situation arising under the draft proposals
is very real and very worrying. It could be argued that the draft proposals are potentially reckless and harmful to the
off‐island ward communities unless they are accompanied by effective democratic checks and balances, for
example, the provision of an off‐island veto. If it is the intention to change for democratic reasons a system
specifically designed to provide some protection to minority interests, it is not acceptable to lose that protection as
an unintended consequence.
I would ask that before any change is enacted, the commission undertakes further work to properly understand the
precise and fragile nature of the off‐island communities and their relationship to St. Mary’s, the risks presented by a
tyranny of the majority scenario and also to identify suitable opportunities and mechanisms to protect these
communities and the balance of our democracy.

Yours Sincerely
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P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:
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Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I agree with the recommendations.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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I s le s of Sc illy
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:
E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
The Council of the Isles of Scilly voted to stay as they are and I agree with that.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hinds, Alex

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

reviews
15 November 2016 15:48
Hinds, Alex
FW: Isles of Scilly

-Jonathan Ashby
Review Assistant
LGBCE
0330 500 1252

To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Isles of Scilly
Dear Sirs,

I concur with the Commission on the number of Councillors and the Wards.

However, given the limited pool of potentially good Councillors, I should like to propose that candidates be allowed
to stand for more than one Ward.

I.e. particularly on the off islands, there may be more than one candidate who wishes to serve the
community. Competing with others for a single place may deny the candidate the opportunity to serve and more
importantly deny the community of their talent. Hence, candidates would stand for the Ward where they live and if
they so wish, as a candidate in the St Mary’s Ward. Votes cast in the Ward where they live would not count towards
the St Mary’s Ward.
The Council are all independents, so there are no political groupings.

Having a St Mary’s Councillor who lives on another island has occurred in the recent past. So, nothing new.

This potentially would allow the “best” councillors to be elected, regardless of where they live on the islands.
Kind regards

l
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‐‐
Jonathan Ashby
Review Assistant
LGBCE
0330 500 1252
From:
Sent: 15 November 2016 12:15
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Re: The Review Officer (Isles of Scilly).

From:
>
To: "reviews@lgbce.org.uk" <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Sent: Tuesday, 15 November 2016, 11:12
Subject: The Review Officer (Isles of Scilly).

I write to express my considerable concern at the proposal to reduce our council representation
for the Off Islands of Scilly to one person per island.
I am
convinced that there is a need to retain two councillors. Although we are small in number, and in
terms of mainland populations, we would barely achieve parish council status, we are a unitary
authority with all its attendant responsibilities. St. Agnes is one of the more remote populated
islands with shelter for boats having little protection against severe weather. During the gales
which ravaged Teignmouth, the sea state here was described phenomenal. We are a population
of about 80 souls and have learned to be independent and very protective of our rights.
The burden for one person to represent us is too great and, in my view, endangers true
representation with only one viewpoint expressed. I am aware of the situation on the mainland
regarding parish and other councils, here there would be no such safeguards.
Should a solitary councillor be unable to attend a vital meeting, that representation would be lost.
The current St. Agnes councillors work well together and although they do not always agree, they
always present a balance view to the benefit of us all. In these islands, representation should not
be based on individual island population. The equation proposed simply does not stand up in
these unusual circumstances. Off islands are totally different from St. Mary's and need to be
visited to get a true picture. I will be happy to answer any queries.
Yours sincerely
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I s le s of Sc illy
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:
E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e: St Martins Astronomical Society

Comment tex t:
Dear Sir/Madam, I am writing to express my objection to the proposed reduction of councilors on St Martin's
and all the islands. Councilors in our unitary authority are volunteers and with today's regulation have to
spend a lot more unpaid time attending committee and full council meetings. To cut back the numbers will
only add more time to the few councilors who will have to attend meetings and would not allow for non
attendances due to ill health, commitments to other business or holidays. There have been cases now of
committee meetings having to be cancelled due to non availability of enough councilors to form a
committee to vote, so where is the logic of reducing the numbers of councilors and what is the saving in
costs where councilors are voluntary unpaid and can choose not to take their expenses.It is shameful that
bureaucrats in government office cannot get out of their London offices and go to the small islands like ours
or the mainland parishes and see for themselves by speaking to the local population what they think about
these ridiculous proposals. Yours Faithfully,

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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-Jonathan Ashby
Review Assistant
LGBCE
0330 500 1252
-----Original Message----From:
Sent: 22 November 2016 12:05
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Electoral review of the Isles of Scilly
Dear Review Officer,
I live on St. Agnes in the Isles of Scilly. As an off-islander I value the work
that both our councillors do. They work tirelessly to help our community and put forward our views and never
complain about the massive work loads they have. I think it would be a terrible thing to only have one councillor per
off-island. There is so much work for them as councillors, they need to share the workload as they have a life outside
being a councillor, it also stops conflict of interest if there are two councillors.
I don't understand how the commission can make this decision to reduce numbers of off-island councillors when they
didn't even visit the off-islands.
The number of councillors should not be reduced.
Thanks

Sent from my iPad
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‐‐
Jonathan Ashby
Review Assistant
LGBCE
0330 500 1252
From:
Sent: 24 November 2016 09:36
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Electoral Review of the Isles of Scilly.

Dear Sirs,
I was disturbed to hear that when you came over, you didn't visit the off-islands.
Life here is very different from St. Mary's and there are some aspects that even St. Mary's people are not
aware of.
Whereas St. Mary's has a lot more councillors, if the off-islands only have one each, the workload is much
more. The one councillor would have to be on all the committees, rather than sharing the load, for one
thing. Also, if there was a conflict of interests and the one councillor couldn't vote on something important,
we wouldn't be represented at all.
Our councillors work very hard for us - there is a lot of paperwork to have to read and absorb, and they
sometimes have rough boat trips to get to St. Mary's to go to all the meetings and that takes a lot more time
out of their days than St. Mary's councillors who are obviously local to the Town Hall.
I hope that you will consider all this when you make your decision.
Yours sincerely,
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Rebecca Smith
Review Assistant
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1251

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
From:
Sent: 25 November 2016 10:35
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Comment on Boundary Commission Draft Recommendations for the Council of the Isles of Scilly

Comment on Boundary Commission Draft Recommendations for the Council of the Isles of Scilly

My understanding is that the three main considerations of the LGBCE are to:
• Improve electoral equality by equalising the number of electors each councillor represents
• Reflect community identity
• Provide for effective and convenient local government
Their aim is to strike the best balance between these three factors when making recommendations. I
believe that the present proposals give too much weight to the electoral equality issue and too little to the
community identity issue. For this reason I submit that the number of councillors on each off island should
not be reduced from two to one, as has been proposed by the Commission. My reasons for this are
explained below.
Life on St Mary’s and the off‐islands
The Commission acknowledges in clauses 25 to 28 of its recommendations that Scilly is a special case and
criteria that apply on the mainland are not the same in Scilly. They have accepted that for this reason they
do not propose to change the existing wards, although wards of this disparity in size would not be
acceptable on the mainland.
1

Similarly I believe consideration such be given to the fact that life for the 400 voters on the off‐islands is
totally different to life for the 1400 voters on St Marys. Although the Council should obviously have a
majority of St Mary’s councillors, to have a majority of 12 to 4 would lead to an unreasonable situation
where off‐island views could easily be ignored. The present ratio of 12 to 8 councillors does prevent this
from happening.
It is impossible to fully understand the numerous and substantial differences between the off‐islands and
St Marys without living here or visiting them. I will give just three examples that directly affect the council.
Firstly the Government asks local councils to administer bus passes for pensioners. This leads to one
scheme for road transport on St Marys but a totally different scheme for boat transport for off‐islanders.
Secondly, only the off‐islands need weekly boarding provision for secondary children. Thirdly, the disposal
of waste is totally different on the off‐islands compared to St Marys. There are many more examples of
these differences.
Unity authority
Since The Isles of Scilly Council is a unity authority with an extensive range of responsibilities there is a
requirement for many council committees. If there are only four off‐island councillors, it is logistically
inevitable that several committees will have no off‐island representation at all. Also the reduced total
number of councillors to man these many committees will not lead to ‘effective and convenient’ local
government.
Absence or conflict of interest
I am concerned about the effect of an off‐island having one representative rather than two. At present
issues such as sickness or absence of one councillor can be covered by the second. Also in issues such as
planning there can be a conflict of interest or lack of sympathy for one member which can be challenged
by the second.
Democratic decision
In December 2015 the full Council voted on the issue of electoral inequality and overwhelmingly decided
to keep the present ratio of St Mary’s to off‐island councillors (despite there being a majority of St Mary’s
councillors at the meeting!). There has been no change to this resolution in Council. Surely the
Commission should pay considerable attention to this resolution.

In summary, our forebares set up the council system where the ratio of councillors from off‐islands to
those on St Marys did not represent the island’s relative populations. The whole council in December 2015
overwhelmingly decided to keep the present ratio. Both groups were well aware of the apparent electoral
inequality in numbers of this system. However because islanders live daily with the problems and
complexities here they recognised that our future cannot be a game of numbers. It must be based on
community identity.

2
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Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I would like the off-islands to continue having 2 Councillors to represent each island for 2 main reasons; if
an off-island Councillor is away or ill we will have no representation, similarly, in winter, weather conditions
and reduced boating between islands mean that it is not always possible to travel; with 2 Councillors,
representation for an off-island is far more likely. Secondly, although the populations on the off-islands
altogether only amount to approximately a quarter of the whole population of Scilly, the logistical and
practical needs of the off islands are often different to those of St. Marys and require more work than
perhaps the population figures suggest. I feel fair representation for the islands of Bryher, St. Agnes, St.
Martins and Tresco would be better provided by the continued support of 2 Councillors rather than 1.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Rebecca Smith
Review Assistant
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1251

__
How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
-----Original Message----From:
[
Sent: 25 November 2016 09:42
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Electoral Review of Isles of Scilly
Dear Sir,
We are writing to express our concern at the proposal to reduce the representation on the off-islands to one
councillor.
Should the one councillor be away or ill, the island concerned would be left with no representation at all.
It would also place a heavy burden on the one councillor to represent all views.
It is important there is a balance of representation between the off-island and the much larger main island.
Until now, two councillors for each off-island has worked well - why change it?
Yours sincerely,
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I s le s of Sc illy
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:
E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
We feel 16 councillors is quite enough for the Isles of Scilly to have.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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‐‐
Jonathan Ashby
Review Assistant
LGBCE
0330 500 1252
From:
Sent: 25 November 2016 16:53
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Electoral Review, Isles of Scilly
Dear Sirs,
I am very concerned to find that your recommendations have been formulated without any visit to the off-islands to
gain a proper understanding of the particular circumstances of the Islands. Recommendation such as you propose is
surely worthy of fuller consultation.
The circumstances of living on the off-islands are very different to those on St Mary's. Councillors from the off-islands
have a good understanding of the importance of a thriving community on St Mary's, but the importance of viable
communities on the off-islands can easily be overlooked from the St Mary's point of view. The provision of services to
the off-islands is very different of necessity
The case for a reduction in the number of councillors is easy to see when comparisons are made with mainland
councils, but it is very difficult to see what advantages would arise from your proposals. There would be only a very
small saving in travel expenses, but a very significant increase in the workload for the remaining councillors.
With the very wide spectrum of activities the Islands Council is required to manage, a breadth of background
experience and qualification is of great benefit. A reduction in the number of Councillors can only diminish the
collective abilities of the members. Reducing the overall number of councillors will most certainly not increase
efficiency or the effectiveness of democratic control.
l would welcome an opportunity to discuss this with the review officer
Yours sincerely
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Rebecca Smith
Review Assistant
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1251
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How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
From:
Sent: 25 November 2016 11:26
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Re: Isles of Scilly Council Electorial review

I wish to comment on the proposals as invited to do so. No resolution has been passed by
Councillors to reduce the number of representatives on the off-islands.
To have fair representation it is important that each separate community has a minimum of two
councillors to cover times of a councillor's illness and to challenge proposals of school base
closures and closure of the very important weekly boarding house for off-island pupils. There are
times when one of our councillors is away on holiday or away for some time for family reasons but
fortunately we are still represented by the remaining councillor on issues that island residents
consider of great importance. To live and work on a small island like St Agnes means significant
importance must be given to transport links, sea defences, elderly care and communications.
These often differ from those on St May's.
I trust you will give my views full consideration.
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Comment tex t:
I am concerned that the resilience of the council will be hindered by a reduction in numbers. Holidays,
illness, transport etc all impact on key decision making processes and to reduce the number will make this
more of an issue. Despite being a small area the local authority has the same responsibilities as the City of
Birmingham and to reduce numbers places an enormous amount of responsibility and time on a small
number of what are effectively volunteers. This will mean the same people making major decisions on all
areas. I am not sure this is challenging, robust or resilient enough to ensure democratic, scrutiny and
transparent decision making.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8948
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